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A. SHORT HISTORICAL SlJRVEY

The.first attempts to estimate the national income of T^gypt were

made by :?.j. :^reig, Bakster and Levy for the years 1932, 1953 and 1934

respectively. D^ A. XL Shafer made an estimate for 1937. Later,

Dr; M. Aitis, in his doctor thesis, estimated the national income

according to the three traditional break-downs, for the period I937

to I945 and subsequently also made an estimate for 1950. Ill these

estimates represented individual efforts and it was not till after the

revolution of 1952 that the authorities appreciated the need for detailed

information of the national accounts type as the "basis for a consistent

economic development policy.

The Ministry of Finance and National Economy in 1955 put the • '"

Department of Statistics in charge of 'the evaluation of the national

income for the years 1950 to 19*4. These first official estimates v;ere ■

aggregates only. It did not ] ast long till it was realised that mere

detailed estimates were required for economic policy decisions. After

the establishment of the National Planning Committee, this organization

W8S e?iven the task of making an experimental detailed estimate for 1953.

A more definitive estimate wa;, subsequently nnde for 1954, «;hich

introduced a number of modifications as compared wita the experimental

estimate.

The secretariat of the National Planning Committee, which is

now in charge of th-3 annual estimates of national income and national

accounts, is organized in four sections, eighteen technical units and

two study groups. The section on national incom; and national accounts

is also engaged in much other work connected v:ith short as well as

long term planning,
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After the estimates for 1954 vjure finalized, the hatienal Planning

Comir.iitee wes requested to prepare a five year economic ana social

development "olan and therefore aid not have much tim; to spare for the

development of"-atioaal recounts estimates for the following years. The

basic account on uses and resources established for 195-1 "'"s extrapolated

nt 19^4 prices for the years 1955 to 1957- The extrapolation v:as made by

-cans of volume indexes for each commodity group, which covered a major

part of its production value. The other accounts of the system were not

established for these years.

Fiscal year 1959/6-0 (July 1 - June 30) was made the basis for a

new five year plan and detailed accounts were thcrefore established for

that year. To measure tV progress of the plan during the first year of

its implementation similar accounts '.tgtg also established for fiscnl

year 1960/61. The central trbie on'uses and resources by commodity group

is not available for these two years, but the other accounts v.-ere

considerably improved."In order to obtain as complete n coverage as

possible, the accounts for 195-1 v;h: ch are the only ones available

containing a full set of tables had to be used as the basis for the

present reconstruction in terns of thu intt:r:ncdi^tc system. The methods

used in arriving at the -estimates for 1954 were essentially the same as

those applied for the 1959/60 -ncl 19oO/6l estimates.

B. SOIvTT IAITT CHARACTERISTIC^ OF THE -J.A.R. ACCOUNTS

(a) Boundary of production

The concept of production applied in the II.A.R. accounts"

corresponds closer to th-t of the so-called "French system" than to

the concept of SNA and the intermediate system. Wages and salaries

of general government employees and wages of domestic servants are

excluded, rs well as the following items :
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(1) banking services for which-no diroo-t- payment-is mode, like

the lending of funds against interest. Bonking services which

arc paid for, like the renting of strong boxes and the admi

nistration of funds against commission rrc, however, included;

(2) services rendered by insurance companies;

(3) commercial services rendered by small traders, rmbulrating

merchants and persons exercising "small professions".

It is not certain to what extent production for own consumption

or for barter is included, but the method of estimation used for the

agricultural sector indicates that a considerable part of this production

is implicitly included.

Productive services rendered by households,- which ore not normally

. sold on the market, are not included in the concept of production. For

owner-operated enterprises, an attempt has been made to distinguish

between the productive activities of the entrepreneur and his activities

as consumer. The financing of capital formation in owner-opernted enter

prises is considered done by the household sector since it is^actually

within this sector that the decisions are made on how to allocate

available resources between consumption and investment.

The items listed above , which arc not included in the concept

of production in the narrow sense, ptc in the U.A.R. system considered

as transfers and recounted.for as such. To facilitate international

comparability, a secondary, wider concept of production has also been

adopted,which includes the vnlue of services rendered by civil servants

and domestic employees.
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(b) Domestic or national concept

In theory, the U.j\-R. accounts should refer to transactions made

by residents, i.e. a national conceptual basis has been adopted rather

than a domestic basis as recommended for the intermediate system. In

actual fact, however, the majority of the transactions on the accounts

hnd to be recorded on a domestic basis, because most statistical

information refers to activities within the country regardless whether

they are undertaken by normal residents or not.

Most items on the original appropriation accounts of households

and of general government were on a domestic basis. For general government,

adjustments had actually been made to the figures extracted from govern

ment budgets and accounts in order to avoid including expenditure made

abroad or income from abroad, In the appropriation accounts- of households

and of general government shown in the present chapter (see Tables 7 and 9)»

expenditure and income abroad have been included- under "the items transfers

to a.nd from the rest of the world. On the income side, it was not possible

to separate government income originating abroad from income from foreign

tourists, etc., and the sum of these items was therefore included under

other transfers from abroad on the appropriation account of households.

It is implied in what has been said in the preceding that no great

difficulty was met in changing the conceptual basis of the U.A.R, accounts

from national to domestic i-or the purposo-s of the intermediate system.

(c) Main differences between the TJ,,A.R. system of accounts and

the intermediate system.

The system of national accounts used in the U.^.R. is in many

respects similar to the intermediate system. Its mrin characteristics

are the following : The economic agents operating within the country
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have been classified in; three "brord sectors; enterprises, households

and adminisirations. In addition, nn account for the rest of the world

is included in the system. A description! o£\ the-coverage- of each of

these sectors and the extent to which they differ from those of the

Intermediate system will be found in the note to "the adjusted tables.

Each of the three domestic sectors is equipped with, nn appropriation

account and a capital account and for the enterprise sector-an operation

account is rls-o included. In addition to the sector, accounts, an account

on uses.and resources by commodity group similar to that of the inter

mediate system'is also shown. Since the U..&.R. system includes .a

"tableau economique" of the type used in the countries which apply

the so-called "French system" of national accounts, all transactions

are classified in three broad groups, namely transactions in goods

and servicesj transactions'In incomes and transfers and financial

transactions.

The system differs from the intermediate system in the following

important respects : .

1. It does not include a number of the accounts of the intermediate

system,, notably the rural households account ^nd the detriled

accounts for general government. Also, breakdowns' of gross fixed

capital formation and of consumer expenditures are not included

in the system;

2."'Tt Is not completely articulated in the sense of the. intermediate'

system, i.e. ench flow on one account does not necessarily have

its exact.counterpart on another account of the system, while,

of course,''total debits end oredits of erch type of flow do ■

belrnce;'
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3. The system does-include ,?n.account for uses rind resources by

co.mmo.dity group,-but no closely connected account for production

r-nd vrlue rdded by industry. A summrry tnbie on vplue ndded "by

industry group is, hov/evsrr, presented. The classification by

industry group differs from the commodity group classification

. . adopted in the account for uses and resources, but the key to

.. . , . the reconciliation of the two classifications is available in

unpublished form.

4. The TJ.A.R. system is more detailed than the intermediate system

in that it contains capital reconciliation accounts for each of

the main sectors. These accounts are not included among the

tables reproduced in this chapter.

5. The operation account of enterprises included in the U.A.R.

accounts has no counterpart in the intermediate system. This

. ■ account, which is not reproduced in the present chapter, shows

the transition from value added according to the U.A.R.

definition to gross operating profits of enterprises. A number

. of .items are included on the account, iTh'ich according to the

definitions of the intermediate system would be considered as

. . transfers.

C. METHODS OF ESTIMATION

In the description of the methods of estimation used in_establishing

the'national accounts of the U.A.R.-it is natural to distinguish between

the- two main parts of the estimates, namely the construction of the

account on uses and resources by-commodity group and the estimate of

value added "by industry group on the one hand, and the construction of

the sector accounts on the other hand. These two parts of the estimates
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are almost-completely independent of each other and- are built on different

sets of basic statistics. The estimates of uses and resources by commodity

group and of value added are concerned with transactions in goods and

services and -are arrived -at ^partly by .the commodity flow method and partly

by direct estimates from the expenditure.side. The sector accounts, however>

require estimates of financial flows which are arrived at mainly by means of

statistics on company accounts.,and .fiscal statistics.

"(a) Methods applied in estimating uses and resources by commodity

group and value added by industry<, ■ ■ .

For the purpose of constructing the table on uses and resources,

total domestic production according to the ^^•^_conceP"ti as well as

imports and exports, were divided into a number of commodity and service

groups. The choice of the groups depended on a number of considerations.

Availability of basic data was one important determining factor, particularly

for the classification of services. As far as possible, commodities and

commodity groups of particular importance for the rate and pattern of

economic growth were singled out, and commodities at the same level of

processing were grouped -together to facilitate future input-output

calculations. A particular effort was also made to- isolate onpital goods.

Altogether about 75 different categories of goods and services v/ere

distinguished. These were for the fi,nal table groupers together in ten

main commodity groups.

For the classification used in presenting value added by industry

group the total number of enterprises in the country was classified in

87 branches. From these, twelve major branches were derived'for the

final tabulation (see Table 4 excluding items 8 and'9)- In order to

utilize the production data by commodity group for the value added

estimates by industry group, a cross-classification of total domestic
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production "by commodity group aid by industry group was established. This

cross-classification gave gross production value by, industry group, the

first step in the estimate of value.added. Inputs were subsequently

estimated from the expenditure side, as will be described later.

The actual plan of work 'followed in working out the cross-classi

fication was to request each technical unit of the national accounts

section to estimate production by commodity group within the industry

group, for which.lt v.as. ^responsible. This difficult task was made somewhat

easier by the fact that the economy is mainly agricultural _an_d_the

industry is not too diversified.

(i) Estimates of domestic production

In the following, a description will be given of the- methods used

In arriving at the estimates of gross domestic production at producer

prices by commodity group. For the sake of simplicity, four broad groups

of commodities are considered, namely:

(1) agricultural products in the narrow sense;

(2) industrial products in the broad sense, i.e. including all

products which have been subject to a process of transformation,

limited or more extensive;

(3) construction $nd public works;

(4) services.

Methods of estimation are similar within each of these commodity

groups, regardless which specific industry produces them, but they

differ considerably between the groups.
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For sgricultural products (crops as well as livestock) use was

made of the estimates by the Statistical Department included in the

special publication "Agricultural National -Income". These estimates were

in their turn based on statistics from the Ministry of Agriculture on the

volume of production, as far as the major crops were concerned. In general,

these production data had been obtained through multiplying areas sown

by average yield for each crop. The data on area sown are usually more

exact thsn those on average yield, which were based on the observations

of agricultural agents. For cotton, the method of estimation is more

exact than for other crops,' since average "yields were obtained through

sample surveys and, in addition, total production of "each variety could

also be calculated from data furnished by the industries, using- co'tton

as a raw material. Prices to producers for the various crops v/ere,

estimated by adjusting price data collected in different markets by the

Statistical Department for their component of trade mark-ups. The quantities

of production of secondary crops were roughly estimated by the Statistical

Department.

The estimates for livestock were "based on the number of each type

of animal slaughtered in slaughter-houses obtained from various sources

which were verified against each"other. To find total slaughtered weight

for each type of animal the numbers were multiplied by appropriate

average weights which varied by type and age of animal. An arbitrary

percentage addition was ms-de- to. .the total slaughtered weight obtained

in this way, to allow for slaughter outside the slaughter-houses. This

addition varied by type of enimal. To arrive at values, price data

published by the Ministry of Agriculture which were collected in various

localities for animals of various types and ages, were used.

The quantities produced of animal products, like wool, milk,

etc. were estimated on the basis of data on number of animals of each
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type from the latest census of agriculture _qombine_dL with technical

coefficients on the relationship between number of animals'and the

products originating from them. Prices collected in various local

markets were finally applied in order to arrive at values. The value

of the production of poultry and fish was estimated-.very roughtly on

the basis of partial information. ■. -

For manufacturing products four main sources were used, either

in combination or separately, namely: ' *

(l.) a publication by the- Statistical Department on "Industrial

production, working hours and salaries";

(2) the annual report of the Federation of Egyptian Industries;

(3) various reports on basic industries published by the Ministry

of Defence; and

■ . (4) budgets and accounts of public enterprises.

None of these sources covers completely all industrial activities

in the country and each of them covers a slightly different part of the

total .field. The classifications.used in the various sources also differ.

Cross-checking of the data and adjustments were therefore necessary to

obtain as complete s coverage as possible.

Even when information on the production of-a particular number of

products was available in one source only, adjustments were necessary.

For instance, publication (l) cited above contains data only for private

enterprises with 10 or more employees and does not cover production for

own use and own-account' capital formation. Ln adjustment for coverage

was made by assuming that productivity per worker in establishments of

over 10 and under 10 employees was equal. The number of employees in

establishments with unde:* 10 workers was calculated on the basis of the.
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industrial and comnsrciel census which gives the number of v.orkers in

these enterprises. To obtain total number of employees it was assumed

that each establishment was owned by one person who was not counted ss

en employee in the census. Any further adjustment, however, could net be

made ,

Source (2) covers only industrial establishments which are members

of the.various chambers of industry snd production figures are in general

only given-.ln quantities. Adjustments to include "non-member enterprises

were made on the basis of information in the reports of the Federation

of Industries-, which include information about the percentage of production

in non-member.enterprises by industry group. In order to estimate the value

ox production, wholesale, prioe data published by the .Department of

Statistics were used, since they were considered closest to production

values. .Where no direct.price information was.available, it was assumed

that the price to producers represented a certain percentage (from 80 to

100 percent) of the import price for corresponding products. Sometimes it

wes ncessary to make rough estimates on the basis of prices'in local

markets.

'■Then informrtion was nvc.ilr.ble in more th.-n one source nbout the

production of one md the so.ne commodity, it wrs often difficult to make

a choice. The differences between the fig-ares given in alternative

sources wore often very grert r.nd a long verification work was necessary

before a choice corld be mode. Sometimes, c decision-on-which set of

figures to use wrs mrde by technicians on the bnsis of their experience

or after consulting the experts \n the ministries responsible for the

original estimates.

For some products, informrtion was not aveilnble in any of the

statistical sources. Resort then hnd to be tpken to more or less

arbitrary methods of estimation, like combining any partial informrtion
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at hand, or using technical coefficients based, for example, on the ratio

of til'.? val lc of raw materials us'id to production value, Sometimes rough

estimates had t- be r^io by experts t,i! technicians,without any firm

basis. Fortunntely, the lat^r procedure ';;rs very seldom necessary,

because ovcr^.- effort r:rs n1"^ co mobilize any secondary sourceg of

information which might be available.

As regards construction md public works the sources of estimrtion

differed for public construction find works and private building. The

former component was estimated mrinly on the basis of information in

public budgets and recounts. For private building c\ distinction was

made between urban and rural buildings. For urban buildings, it was

assumed that the rental value represented &f0 of the production vnlue.

The rental value of new buildings was obtained from the Ministry of

Finance, the municipality of Cairo and the municipality of Alexandria.

No information is available regarding the estimate for rural

building for 1954, The estimates for 1959/60 and 1960/61 were hrsed on

the 1957 census which gave the total number of buildings in rural areas,

and it was assumed that new building represented tvra percent of the

dwelling- stock annually. To arrive at the value of new building it vras

assumed that each r.r,7 unit cost about 200 Egyptian pounds to build, A

rough estimate was rise made of annual maintenance expenditure.

As regards services a distinction may be drawn between the estimates

for commercial and transport services and those for other services. The

former were made in connexion with the calculation of trade margins,

which will be described further on. For the rest of the services, sone

estimates were firm while others were more or less arbitary. Financial

services, for instance, were estimated on the bosis of the various
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reports and accounts published by the financial organizations in the

country. For banks, the production of services according to the U.iUR.

concept was estimated on a sample basis.

Rents of urbnn dwellings were, as already mentioned, estimated

on the basis of information from the tax authorities and munic^al

sources. In estimating the number of buildings account was taken of

demolitions. For rural dwellings, no information is available regarding

the 1954 estimates."The .estimates for 1959/60 and 1960/61 took their

starting point in the 1957 housing census and it was assumed that the

overage rent per dwelling was around 6.5 Egyptian pounds. Rent of

government buildings was a rough imputation.

(ii) Imports and exports

In order to classify imports and exports of goods by the same

commodity groups as domestic production, the statistical data in the

Bulletin of Foreign Trade issued by the Department of Statistics had

to be re-classified. Some- minor corrections of the c.i.f. import

figures end the f.o.b. export figures were made of which the most

important was exclusion of monetary gold. Imports and exports of

services were estimated from balance of payments data.

(iii) Trade margins _ ,

In preparing the national accounts for 1954» the Planning Committee

undertook a special survey*. CoHoc ting information from fiscal authorities

concerning all commercial, industrial and agricultural companies subject

to the law regarding the organization of joint-stock companies. In the

U-A.R. accounts, these companies constitute the private part of the

"organized" enterprise sector and the information collected was used

in constructing the operation and appropriation accounts for this sector.
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For the purpose of estimating trade margins, a special analysis

was made of the gross profits of commercial enterprises, which were

classified both by wholesale and retail and by main groups of commodities

traded, A distinction wns made between three types of commodity sub

groups : commodities subject to both wholesale ondietnil trade, commodities

subject to wholesale trade alone .and commodities not subject to commercial

transactions (like mining products). Totnl trade margin expressed as a

percentage for. each commodity group wos. then multiplied by the value of

domestic production plus net imports less gross domestic capital formation

and increase in inventories. It was realized that to.assume that capital

goods is not subject to commercial transactions was an arbitrary and

rather doubtful decision. The trade margins calculated as indicated

above include transport and storage costs, as -well as ne%—indirect taxes

in addition to the net profits of.commercial firms.

(iv) Intermediate consumption'

The intermediate consumption by commodity group was estimated by

analysing whatever information was available on inputs from the side of

the users. A table similar to Table 3 of the Intermediate system of

national accounts was applied In making the estimates. Corresponding

to the arrangement of Table J, the branches of industry using the inputs

were shown in the head of the table. It differed from Table .3,■however,

in that the stub showed items of inputs classified by commodity group rather

than branches of.indu&ry supplying the products. Each commodity group

of Inputs covered Imported as well as donesticnlly produced items.

A shor't description will be given in the following of the

methods used in estimating inputs in the main branches of activity.
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With regard to agriculture, the input of seeds in quantity terms

ras estimrted for each main crop by means of technical coefficients.

The value of this input was calculated partly by applying prices fixed

by the Ministry of Agriculture and partly retail prices collected by

the Department of Statistics. Input of fertilizers was calculated on

the basis of data from the Bank for Agricultural Credit and from the

large commercial firms dealing in that commodity. The coverage for this

item should be nearly complete. Also the estimate of inputs of other

chemical products should be nearly complete because information was

obtained from the dealers whose number is limited. The use of gasoline

find fuel oil was estimated on the basis of detailed "data on the machine

park from the census of. Viniculture, adjusted for new additions by

means of import dat?^ combined v/ith technical coefficients for the

use*of fuel for each type of-machinery. Maintenance costs of agricultural

machinery were estimated in a similar, way. Consumption of fodder was

finally estimated on the.basis of data prepared by the Ministry of

Agriculture on the production of agricultural commodities mainly

cultivated for animal food combined with deta on imports^ and local

production of manufactured animal foods.-

T'/o main methods v/ere used in estimating inputs in manufacturing.

The enjor part was estimated on the basis of itnfo*r1mation in the

publication "industrial production, hours 'of worlc and salaries".

As the production values given in this source hv?d be.en adjusted for

coverage in estimating domestic production'a corresponding adjustment

of the input values was also required. This adjustment was made by

maintaining the same ratio of the input value to the production value

for each specified input as implied for the unadjusted figures given in the

original source. The second method, which was used for a few industries

cf minor importance, was more indirect and may be described as follows :
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From technical, studies, it was kno.wn which percentage certain, principal

inputs represent of the tot^l vnl"ie. of irmuts -in a givs-n industry. An;

attempt was then made. to..obtain the value of,.these principal inpu.-ts--.used ■;

by the industry in question. By applying the percentage just mentioned, ■■

total inputs could then be estimated. On the basis of■ technical Goefficients,

it was finally sometimes possible to split the secondary .inputs in their

main components. . - . ...

Technical input coefficients per unit, of each main- type of

construction were used to estimate- intermediary'consumption of the^main'1 '

products in that industry.. " : :. ■ ■ - -

Eight lipin groups of transport and communications were distinguished

"both for the purpose1'of estimating production and inputs, nL?mely railways,

road transport,' water transport, ocean transport, p~lt transport, tramways,

pipe-lines' and'communications. For roa'd, w^ter and oce'^n transport

intermediate consumption was calculated on the b^sis of technical co

efficients obtained from »n analysis'of"the accounts of large companies.

For the other grtmns, direct information vips used. Budgets and accounts

were the sources-:of information for railways, pipe lines and communications

The pjinufl report of TJnited ."rab Airlines supplied information on inputs

of air transport. For tramways, .the-accounts t.cr the "two-large companies

engaged in this activity were used. ' • ': ■

As regards the Suez Canal, the different publications issued by the

administration of the Canal contain enough detailed information for a

direct estimate of intermediary consumption by commodity group.

For the dwelling-sector inputs were estimated on the basis of

technical"coefficients for each type of dwelling. The coefficients were,

obtained from observations and experience of technicians and were not ■ ■

based on exact studies.
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Finally, inputs in the other service sectors were rough estimates

These estimates sector by sector of inputs by commodity group

permitted the calculation of value added by industry group as well as an

estimate of the part of the production of each commodity group which

was used as inputs in all industrial sectors together.

(b) Methods used in estimating consumption and capital formation

(i) Consumption of households

This item was obtained as a residual, according to the following

equation : consumption of households = total resources - (intermediate,

consumption + capital formation + increase,in inventories..+ consumption

of government + exports). . ~"

It therefore includes in accumulated form all non-compensated

errors-of estim^tioR-of- all the other components.

(ii) Government consumption

Budgets and (preferably) accounts for all levels of government

were the sources used- in-estimating this... item. I large number of

documents was available which contained information detailed enough

to enable the national accounts statistician to make fairly accurate

estimates. However, before this information could be used for national;

accounts purposes, the items shown on the budgets and accounts had .- ■.

to be re-classified according to the commodity and service groups ■ •■■

adopted for the table on uses and resources.

Where final accounts were not available and budgets therefore

had to be used as a substitute, certain adjustments were made to the

budgetary figures on the basis of previous experience. For each main

item on the budget percentages had been calculated for'pastyears by
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comparing with the corresponding item on the closed accounts. This was

assumed to indicate the" degreeof effective utilization of budgetary

credits" which might be expected. Budgetary estimates adjusted by these

percentages were, however, still considered as very preliminary figures

and were replaced by final estimates wherever possible.

Another type of adjustment was necessary because the fiscal year

covered the period from 1 July to 30 June, while the table on uses and

resources for which the national accountant sought information was on

a calendar year basis. The method-'TX^^d-^s^"slini5ly-tro""-take an average

of the figures for two adjoining fiscal years as representing a calendar

year.

(iii) Gross fixed capital formation

The original U.A.R. accounts contain estimates of gross capital

formation classified by government and private. Government capital

formation was estimated directly together with government consumption.

Private capital formation was obtained,.by deducting.this estimate from

an estimate of total capital formation.

Capital formation in construction and public works was arrived at

in the ray described in the section on the estimates of domestic

production (see p. 12) while capital formation in machinery and

equipment was estimated by the commodity flow method* For the-latter

purpose., statistics on domestic production, imports and exports of capital

goods were analysed in detail in order to determine the final use of

the various items. Items of-goods which msy be used also for other

purposes then capital formation were sometimes split after thorough

studies. Fairly often, however, it was not possible to make a detailed

ana^sis of the possible uses of an item and resort had to be taken ■

to pure estimates, sometimes based on the experience of technicians

and sometimes on more or less arbitsry hypotheses*
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Capital formation was estimated only on a gross basis because

statistical information was not available which "would permit even

a rough calculation of depreciation,,

(iv) Increase in inventories

The Department of Statistics prepares data on inventories of cotton

in some detail, covering both commercial stocks and stocks of the spinning

industryD The other main source of information was data regularly gathered

by the Ministry of Supply on changes in inventories of certain products

of high priority and of strategic materials. In addition, an attempt was

made to, gather information on.inventories of finished products of the

spinning and weaving industry, which is the most important industry of

Egypt, but this did not result in data of high quality.

On the basis of the above information an evaluation of the. total

increase in inventories was attempted. It was, however, realized that

the estimate onuld only be highly prmroximative since information for

a great number of products was lacking.

(c) Methods used in estimating the sector accounts

(•*-) The enterprise accounts.

The U.A.R. system of accounts includes three accounts for the

enterprise sector, namely an operation account, en appropriation account

and a capital account* On the basis of the two former accounts appropriation

accounts in the sense of the intermediate system were constructed for

corporations and unincorporated enterprises (see Tables 6a and 6b).

The enterprise, sector of the original estimates covgrs all economic

units whose principal activity is production for the market. The.sector

is divided into a number nf sub-sectors according to tvo criteria,

principal productive activity and socio-juridical status. For the purpose
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of the former classification, all enterprises with the same basic activity-

have been grouped together in 87 sub-sectors, and 12 main sectors. The

enterprise was chosen as the unit since it was considered that a number

of basic decisions are taken within the enterprise rather than within

establishment, for instance, regarding sales, prices, salaries, etc

Also, the main sources of information for the transfer and financial

items shown on the accounts are on an enterprise basis.

The second sub-classification groups together all enterprises

characterized by the sr.me socio-juridical situation. Only two groups

ore distinguished namely, organized enterprises covering all private

companies subject to the law .about the organization, of joint-stock

companies as well p.a- public commercial and industrial enterprises, and

unincorporated enterprises which-is by f^r the larger group. In addition

to a number of large enterprises^ it'indues nil individual enterprises

in the fields of small farming, handicrafts, small trade and liberal

professions.

In the original U.A.R. system the operation accounts of enterprises

show the transition froni"gross value added to -gross operating profits.

A number of items which according to., the intermediate system are defined

as transfers are included on these recounts. The appropriation accounts

as shown in the present chapter (see Tables 6a end 6b) represent a

partial consolidation of the original production and appropriation

accounts-

The original accounts were estimated separately for government

enterprises, private "organized" enterprises (or corporations), which

by lav; are required to publish annual accounts according to a

standardized form end "non-organized" or (unincorporated) enterprises
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which are not obligated to publish annual accounts. Among the latter,

agricultural enterprises have been treated as a separate sub-group

because of their special characteristics.

Much information for government enterprises was available in

budgets and accounts and the figures required for national accounts

purposed could be'derived after some analysis' of, these data without

serious problems- - . , ■ ...

For "organized" enterprises the information collected from fiscal

authorities through the'special survey mentioned under the discussion

of trade margins was'used. Ml documents collected were classified by

industry groups corresponding to the sector classification- used for

value added, but 'excluding agriculture, the Suez Canal and the dwelling

sector for which sectors information -was obtained from1other sources.

Mechanical processing was used to obtain totals for each of the flows

by sector and in.grand total..Before the basic documents could be used

for this purpose, however, they had to be rnalyzed nnd adjustments were

made to make the items they contained conform to the definitions of the

national accounts. On the whole, however, it is considered that the

information obtained for this enterprise sub-sector is relatively exact.

It was much more difficult to prepare the accounts for the "non-

•organizetP'sub-sector, because this sector hod not been subject to

regular- and.complete, statistical investigations and the enterprises

it; covers are. not required to keep regular rnd standardised accounts.

A survey-group wns formed by the Plnnning Cominitte.e which got the

special task to assemble from the fiscrl administration any information

which might be of use in establishing the accounts for the sector.

To get as representative information ns possible, investigators were

sent to several administrative departments of the country to collect
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the maximum number* of decisions filled in by this type of enterprise.

Declarations were"'gathered for'three sub-groups, of these enterprises

according to annual profits, "realized : over 1 000 Efeyptipn pounds, from

500 to 1 000 Egyptian pounds and from 150 to 500. Egyptian pounds. The

collection of declarations was not made Recording to a scientific sampling

scheme, since sufficient.information was not available.to do this. On

the other hand, a relatively large number of enterprises was covered.

■ The declarations collected were sorted by,industry and each of

<the- flows extracted was related to-value, added of -the .industry concerned,

as estimated from the declarations. The percentages obtained in this way

were used to calculate total flows on the basis of total value added

of 'the sub-sector. The lrtter, magnitude was estimated as the difference

'between value added of the enterprise .sectors a. whol.e .for. the industry

concerned, and value added of the "organized" sector. This rather

indirect way of estimation would indicate that the margin of error of

the 'flow-estimates must be rather high. ■■ . ■•• .. ....

" The most important item which had to be estimated separately

for the sub-sector agricultural enterprises wns: wages and salaries.

A study by the Ministry of Agriculture shows the number of days of

work-needed per deddans f~r each crop, separately for. men, women and

children. Total wages were calculated by multiplying .the^ figures by

cultivated area and by daily wages estimated from direct observation.

The flows that were needed for the appropriation account were on

the whole unimportant for the agricultural sector nnd wore estimated

on the basis ofMiscellaneous information. Interest and a number of

other minor items were estimated from data published by the Bank for

Agricultural Cooperative Credit nnd by the commercial banks and the

estimate of direct taxes was based on data published by the fiscal

administration or on budget data.
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(ii) The^jrpropri-vjor. aocoun: of ;■;■-■•,seh-O.d;

A household is in th.? ^T..\.R. -?c counts defined as r group of persons

mostly related by bl^-id or marriage, who pool their resources together

nnc. -re living in the s~mo dwelling. Persons temporarily absent are still

reckoned nS Vr-rt of the household, -hile domestic servants are excluded

and considered part of their own f-rally. The household sector"in addition

to households in the strict sense, also includes soldiers, persons in

prisons md asylums, as well PS members of religious orders. In addition,

the sector at least in principle includes private "administrations" which,

correspond essentially to nrivnte non-prof it-rrrking institutions. If it

hod been possible to make explicit estimates for this sub-sector, it should

have been included with general government in r. separate "administration"

sector in the U.^.R. system, which cy definition should cover ail organiza

tions whose activities arc, in general, directed towards supplying services

which normally are n:st subject to market transactions.

Iviany of the items on the appropriation account of -households

correspond to items on the accounts for the other sectors and therefore

did not need t., be estimated separately. Other items were obtained as

the difference between the total of a specific flow and the parts of

it onicula ted in connexion with the establishment of the accounts .for

the other sectors. ^?r itcn consumption of goods and services was, as

previously described, obtrincd as a residua] when the inbl<? on uses and re

sources was constructed, and the x;rge .-nd salary-item represents a rather

rough, approximative estimate.

liv) The appropriation account of general government

Central and local government, administrations constitute the major

part of this sector. Public enterprises within commerce and industry

are not included here but in the enterprise sector, while, on the

hand, public schools and hospitals are included.
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The sources of information used in establishing the cpproprirtion

recount for the government sector were, of course, government budgets

rnd -jccounts. Jill ini'ornrtion necessary to estimate the itcr.is on the

rcoant is rv^ilrbie in these sources rnd cm relr tively easily be

extracted nftsr some re-clnssiiicntion of the original data,

(iv) The_ _rest of th-.^j

This recount is essentially r- somewhat condensed version of the

brlrnce of patients, r<nd no particular problems were net in constructing

it.

D. ASS^SSTTITT OF THE QUALITY OP TIT7"1 ^STII'IAT^S

A relatively rbundrnt supply of "br.sic statistics \-irs available

for the establislTtnent of the 7..'.R. accounts and the basic" data have

been utilized well since.a relatively large staff was also available

to work on the estimates. However, data froir. different sources referring

to the same or almost the same universe sometimes differed considerably

from each other and in these cases it was to a large extent dependent

on the judgement of the national accountant vrhich information-v;as finally

chosen as most likely to conform the closest to reality. Also, estimates

for many items had to be pieced together Iron scattered information in

a variety of sources. Adjustments had to be made in very many cases

because the original basic data wore collscted for other purposes than

national accounts estimation and therefore differed in concept and

coverage from what was required.

As far as the estimates of uses and resources by commodity group

and of value added, are concerned, it appears that the data on agricultural

production, although estimated in great detail, suffer from a number

of serious weaknesses. Average crop yields are on the whole established

by observation, which-rasy lead to large margins ^f error. Tore or
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less arbitrary adjustments for coverage as well as indirect estimation

for many items would appear to make the estimates of livestock production

less reliable. For manufacturing production, several ingenious methods

of indirect estimation have been applied, which mske the estimates for

at least part of the sector subject to doubt. The estimates of construction

activity suffer from the usual weaknesses of necessarily having to be

indirect end of less than complete coverage, apparently, enough basic

data were available to make the estimates for the service sectors relatively

reliable.

In spite of the weakness pointedout above, it may be said that as

national accounts estimates go, the U.A.R, estimates of production by

commodity group and of value added are likely to be of reasonetly good

quality. This is not the least the result of the great effort made in

evaluating and elaborating the available basic data. .. r . .

The estimates of financial flows and transfers on the various

sector accounts are to a cnnsiderable extent based on income tax- data

and therefore must necessarily suffer from the well-known universal

weaknesses of such data. To the extent company accounts hove been used,

however, there is reason to believe that the reliability .of the data

is high. It is still likely that the sector accounts are, on the whole,

less reliable than the estimates of production and value added, since

the part of the total covered by indirect estimates on the basis of

insufficient information is higher. But also with regard to the sector

accounts available data appear to have been elaborated to the maximum

extent possible which makes the estimates ss good as they could in

any way be expected to be considering the basic data available.
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•E. THE TABLES -

In the following a number of tables are shown where the data from the

U.A.R. accounts are fitted into the framework of the intermediate system

of national.accounts, The tables are numbered as in the intermediate system,

They are 10 in number while the intermediary system contains in all

17 tables. Table 6 b) "Appropriation accaunt-of unincorporated enterprises"

is not part of the intermediate system, but has been added as essential '

in order to obtain a complete system of accounts on the basis of the

U.A.-R. system. On the other hand, a .number of accounts included in the

intermediate system have had to. b.e .omitted. The most important, of these

are the rural household account, the current and capital accounts of

general government by level of government, the. combined economic and

functional classification of general government current and capital ■ ...

expenditure, the capital and financing account of general government

and the detailed classification of private consumption expenditures and

gross domestic fixed capital formation. Detailed notes follow immediately

after the tab]es.
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Resources

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9-

10.

11.

12-

GROUPS OF

■ PRODUCTS

i

Agrxpultural products

Manufactured food products

Raw materials

Semifinished products .

Energy

i

Products of electrical and

mechanical industries

Textiles and leather

Various industrial products

Building and construction

Wages and salaries of govern

ment! employees

Domestic service

Imports

O . 1 .£

7.1

19.9

4.8

36.0

15.9

38.0

11.1

31.7

Local. Production

Trade mar

gins on im

ports and

local pro

ducts includ-

| ing transport

costs

Local pro

ducts at

producer

prices

17.2

42.3

75.

6.9

43.9

11.4

12.1

23.3

12.9

372.9

279-5

14.3

201.5

37-4

35.5

102.5

53.3

71.3

96.6

"17.0

434-3



) ACCOUFT JiY INDUSTRY

pounds)

Gross domestic product at factor cost

Total

income
Gross operating profits " . .

Unincorporated

enterprises

Public Private I Total

Public: Private

Corporations

Public ! Private

899,2 I 36.6 265.8 536.8 455-3 30.3 51.2
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r;ABl

ACCC

F. vt

6a. 1

6a.2

6a. 3

6a. 4

Dire

Inte

(1)

(2)

Othe

(1)

(2)

(3)
Savi

cons

Disp

81.5

28.3

34.2

144.0

r
6b .1 Direi

6b.2 Othe:

(2)

6b. 3 In c on

house

455-3

3.0



ITT OF HOUSEHOLDS

*isn pounds)

7.6 Cornpc-neation of employees

7=7 Income from unincorporated enterprise

7.8 "O'tore^t and dividends received

(] ) Interest

(2) Divide/ ds

7 . 9 OthTr tra*afers

(l) from .tinir corporated enterprises

2) from . erzl government

3) fro it; rest of the world

Income of households

0.

1.

3

c

362

411

1

.4

.4

.3

2 .

8.5

25.9

801.0

OF GEJ'ERAL

tian oounds

9.7

9.8

Income iron property and entreprer.eurship

(1) Proiit3 of g-cvernr.ier.it

enterpri :-es 30. 3

(2) Ii.tercot 1.0

Indirect taxes

Direct taxes

10.4

13.1

A2.2

0.4

1.8

J. I ire" iiOiiSP

(2) fron corporations

{ 3 ) -Tror, "ur.ir.corporated enterprises

(l) from corporations

(2^ from ui/ir corporated enterprises

31.3

65.7

2.2
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11

11

.1

.2

Gros

(1)

(2)

(3)

s c

Er

Gc

So

Inoreas

Cros s d

i

44.1

51.2 ,

17.8

5.3

118.4

12.1 Exports

(1) Es

(2) 64.5

17.2
12.2 Interes

(1) In

(2) pr 1.8

12.3 Other t16'1

(1) to

(2) to
9*4

12.2

10.?

181.7

17-9

31.

TABI

i.1/ SUTPI

Lion Eav

)05.1

.81.7

86.8

TA31

3ME BEF

3n Egyp

ipxoyee

■rises

d ente

terpri

from r

d rent

incom

i rent

terest

xfits

:' the

' the
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,T AH) DEIOTB

•ptian pounds)

16.3 Private consumption expenditure

16.4 General /-.overrir^ent consumption expenditure

16.5 Gro.se. domestic fixed capital formation

16.6 Ircrease in stocks

Total domestic expenditure

16.7 Exports of goods and non-factor services-

726.

153.

109.

5

8

1

3' '

998.7

188.1

Total uses 1186.8

,E 17

OPE PROVISIOr FOR COESUITTICF OF FIXED CAPITAL

tian pounds)

rprises

ses

roperty

only)

e_ from property

only)

, dividends

paid to the

world

ers to the ■

wot-1 n friDt1)

455.

51.

3

2

362.

536.

4

&

30 ..3

12.8

-1.1



NOTFS TO THE T.'.BLES

Table 2. Account ~-f TTscs :nd iosources "by Commodity Group

Gencrrl note

~?ov r description in some detail of the methods of estimrtion

used 1:1 establishing this trble reference; is m.r do to the text (see

section C, n). The ir.rir: commodity groups shovm in the table were- in

the original estimates built up from more detailed estimates by

commodity sub-groups or individual commodities; Since the original

detailed dnta were not rvrjilrble, however, it was not possible to

split up or re-orrnn^e iinin rr^ups t'1 conform better to the clrssific

01 blie internedirte system.

Trble 2 differs iron the .iri^iii^l similar table included in the

U.-\.R. system in c number :-f respocts. For instrnce , the ijriginrl

trble v;rs b^sed on r- nrrrn-7er ""oro.iucti^n concept thnn thrt

in SUi ~ria the intczneciir:te systen. To obtrin closer cp

conformity to the letter, -r-fes rud srlrrlGS of government employees

nnc. rrrfQa of domestic rcrvn^ hrvc b^^n rdded in the trble, each rs a

sepir,n ;e service item.

/ippnre^tly, in the- oririnrl estimrtes, sooirl insurance contributions

pric by ^ove^nr^en ; on hehnlf of its civil servants were considered part

of government v^rrs rnd srlrriss, vjhile, on the other hend, vrgss of

dome3tic servrrtte "nd vrr^es rnd srlories prid in the enterprise sector

\iere recorded net of employers' coitributions to socirl insurenee. In

("rder to mrke the trertmer.t of government r:nges rnd snlories consistent

■,/ith vhc.t of other wr.gcis ^nd srlories, employers' socir.l insurance

contributions on behnlf of their employees hrve in the present tnble

been excluded from vrses nnd snlr.rics tliro-.i^hout rnd ere instead
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c^iisi'A.frrd ~z trr c/Vrs, .'.ltV'v?h tMs treatment i? not In conformity

with the original recommendations of Sffi",, it try be srid to agree in

snirit -;:ith the -ao-r^endetions suggested in the intermediate system.

In the ori;cin^l table, trade margins (distribution services) were

included under l^crl nr.^intion rnd final expenditure of other services,

Since trade ;.-^r.^ns -'ere rlso ri-c?rty i^luded under the different items

expenditure on the various commodity groups which were given at

-s-srs' prices ~nd since tliey r;ere shown in p separate column,

coi^.iodity group by commodity group, on the resources side, their additional

inclusion under other services would le-d tu double-counting end they

h-ve therefore been eliminrted from this item in Trble 2«.

Lrotcs to individual items

CrDvernment cjnsumpti,.>n. Includes oil military expenditure, current

os well c-s capital.

?ixed cppitrl formation. E.xclud^c defense crpitpl fonrtion.

Capital goods is defined to include pll imported or domestically proceed

cuiTj]-.]oditics vriich hrvc n nornnl life-time -if more thpr. one v^nr. w-i th tu-^

exception of -?^ticlGs ^f sr.^il vrlue, like h-nd-tools ^rA ^Cfioe cqui-onent.

Table 4, Productinn and Ynlue :.ci.ded .'.cco-int "by Industry

Geneml note

■"s described in more detail in the text (see section C. n) the

commodity classificrtion and industry classification in the original

IT.-'-.R. .--counts differ cinsiderebly from e^ch other, .Uthough a

cross-clr.ssificption by detriled commodity end industry group was

estnclished rt the work-sheet level nlong r pattern similar to that

of Table 3 of the intermediate system, the;je detailed estimates

were not rvailacls Tor constructing Table 4. -'* combination of
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whatever information wns rt hand, however, made it possible to fill in

the first three columns of the table (turnover, purchases rnd gross

product) by broad industry group, A more detailed classification of

gross product nlone was also available. The part of the table relating

to gross domestic product p.t factor Gost by income categories could be

filled in for the totals of each column only, because of lack of more

detailed information. However, the method of estimation would, suggest

thnt the totals must have been built up from more, detailed estimates

by industry.

Total turnover and gross product shown-, in Table 4 differ from

those of the original estimates because wages and salaries of government

employees and wages of domestic servants have been added. Total gross

operating profits also differs from the corresponding item on the

operating account for enterprises in the U.A,R. accounts, because a

number of items which on that account were considered as- -productive income

arid expenditure'have for the purposes of Table 4 been treated'as transfer

payments. These items include social and life insurance premiums and

indemnities, interest paid and received and miscellaneous payments to

governments. Furthermore, the original figure for gross Operating profits

was on a national basis. It was, however, derived from the domestic

concept by means of adjustment'items for purchases of goods and services

abroad by residents aria"i*or"'§S'Te'^'vJ-TtMn^'the 'country to non-resident

visitors. The intermediate system recommends the use of domestic concepts

and the adjustment items included on the original account were therefore

not taken into account in deriving the gross operating profits shown

in Table 4» but were-considered rs transfer pryments and included on

the npproprirtion account.
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Notes to individual items

Agriculture■ Excludes agricultural enterprises renting out the

land to cultivators. The sums paid in rent "by these cultivators arc •

included in the sector Innded property.

Conmerce. Turnover'corresponds to trade, margins and transport

costs of goods sold fire therefore included-in this item.

"frfons-pprt. Transport costs of goods "sold included, under commerce.

Landed Property. Includes sums paid in rent by cultivators 'to

absentee land-owners.

Bnployee income* public, Covers only wages and salaries of

employees :of^ieiiera3.7jgoy.6rnment.

onl^, '■prlvrte. Includes wcges and salaries paid by

public enter"pr^se;¥:attd:wag-es of domestic servants.

Gross operating profits. Gross operating profitsrof unincorporated

enterprises are obtained'os the difference between^ total gross operating

profits and gross operating profits of corporations. Gross operating

profits of public corporations actually refers:-to. all types of public

.enterprises. , " " ' "'''- :'

-Account of Corporations and Tnble 6b. Approprirtion

-Uni:nc<ftfporated Enterprises ..

-'-'" [?e ne r-fi 1 '-

" '" ■:'"i For::pr^ctical reasons, the notes to Table. 6n and 6b are considered

together. These two tables represent essentially a disaggregation of the

appropriation account for the enterprise account as a whole. The notes

to individual items on the two tables are identical for identical items,

because they actually refer to the items before disoggregation.
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Notes to individual items

Itens 6a .1 and 6b. 1

Item 6a.2 (l)

Item 6a.2 (2)

Items 6a.?(l) and

6b.2(1)

Direct taxes. These itens cover all taxes paid

by enterprises about wh^ch information was

■available. These include.;lmd tax, agrarian

■ reform tax as well as various taxes on buildings

(defense tax, tax to combat illiteracy, etc,).

-\lso included are taxes on dwellings m d on

furniture, tax on the transfer.of funds abroad,

tax on the liberal professions, tax on commercial

and industrial profits as well as excess profits

tax,and- a national defense tax. Finally, a tax

on stock exchange commissions and a tax levied

to finance the propaganda for increased sale of

,,.. cotton are also included.

Interest paid. Corresponds to the "factor share"

interest as entered on the operation account of

enterprises in the original U.i.R. systcn.

Dividends paid, CoverH dividends distributed

by corporations,,

Other transfers to households. These items

cover payments made by social insurance

institutions and gratifications and indemnities

paid by the government pension and insurance

fund for various types of.infirmity, as well

as after finished service, at death and in case

of unemployment or accidents. Also included

are amounts paid by private insurance companies
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to cov-r automobile accidents> fire damage, theft

rnd. other calamdrfc-i-es-r-ga-inst which it is possible

to trke insurance, as well as payments made by

life insurance companies. Finally, the item

also covers indemnities and pensions paid by

enterprises to employees who ere not covered

by the lav; on social insurance and ore not

members of the government insurance aid pension

fund.

Items 6a,=3(2) ond-, .-. ■ Other transfers to general government. These

;,^b.62(2) items .include miscellaneous fees paid to

government for the services of veterinary

lrborrtaries and various government ndvisory

offices, mining royrlties, fees paid for

"pemission to-"sell -rt- fish-mrrkets, fees

paid to vrriiTis government economic development

bodies for services rendered, as well as various

fines. -. .. _ „„„-,...„"..

Item 6a.3(3) Other trrnsfers to rest of the world. Corresponds

to the_!i§m.."expenditure abroad" as shown on

the orl^innl .U.A.tt, .operation account of enter

prises. This item rs well rs the corresponding

item recorded.under item 6a.7 (3) which shows

"receipts from abroad"., were included on the

original Operation account in order to arrive

at a nrti-,n?l concept of gros»

operating profits,, since all other items on

the recount were on a territorial or domestic
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Item 6b. 3

Item 6a,4

Item 6a.5 f

6b.4

Item 6c.6(1)

Item 6a.6(2)

Items 6r..7(l)

6b.5(1)

basis. The intermediate system recommends a

domestic concept, and the items are therefore

considered as transfer items and are entered

on appropriation account.

Income transferred to households (from

unincorporated enterprises). Includes imputed

wages of family labour in agriculture.

Saving before provision for consumption of

fixed capital, The item may be divided" into

profits of government enterprises 30=3 million

J.,E. .and undistributed profits of corporations

51.3 million £.E.

Gross operating profits. Items transferred from

Table 4, (See notes to that 'Table")•

Interest received. Covers all interest received

by financial institutions and other corporations

from all sectors of the economy (including

corporations).

Dividends received. Covers dividends received

from domestic and foreign corporations."

Other transfers from households. These items

include- life insurance and social insurance

premiums, as well as contributions paid by

government personnel to government pension

funds.
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Items 6a.7(2) Other transfers- from general^government. Covers

social insurance premiums pcid by government on

hehnlf of its employees.

Items 6a, 7(3) Other transfers from .rest nf the world. See

-- ■■ not-e^-to iten 6a.-3(3)»

Table 7- Appropriation Account 'of Households

General note - ........ .. — ..

This account corresponds to' the appropriation account of households

in the original U.A.R. Recounts, Tyith slight modifications. It should be

noted that transactions of temporary residents rre included in the items

recorded on this account.

Notes to individual items " "

Item 7-1 Consumption expenditure. Covers all expenditurer

by househul'ds within the country on current goods

end services including salaries paid to domestic

servants and persons who work in non-profit

institutions-

Item J,2, Interest r^idV This""5tern should in principle

c^ver r'ntcr^st n-;. lorns r.nd. pdvnnccs received

to neM' o-jrrent needs ^f private individuals

and interest on arrears ' 1 connexion v/ith purchases

made urr1er inst^lr'.ent plans-

Item 7*3 Direct tar^p rc"-.x-r t£~: on v/eges and salaries,

genrrs" :.nco^ -;a::, rith-hcTcli^g tare on the

remuneration 01 functionaries; r.-)he::itance tax,

tax on ar.ountn tr=nr:f«rred obro^cl for tourism a:in.

medica~ ";,n 'n: sr . dcf.:;is^ Ji--:: levied ci l^-bouT

income and en the amount paid in general income

tax, rs vsll cs a nnmh^T of r^inor taxes..
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Items 7.4(1) and 7-4(2)

Item. 7.4(3)

Item 7.5

Item 7.6

Item 7.7

Item 7.8(1)

'other transfers to corporations and to unincorporated

enterprises. These items cover social insurance

premiums paid by households (3.0 million Egyptian

pounds) as well as premiums paid for the various

other types of insurance (7.0 million Egyptian

pounds).

Other transfers to rest of the world. Covers

mainly amounts transferred in order to meet

tourist expenditures by private persons abroad.

Saving. Obtained as a balancing item.

Compensation of" employees. Covers wages and

salaries received from all sources (including

wages and salaries of government employees and

wages of domestic servants, net of social

insurance payments made by employers on behalf

of their employees. Excludes imputed wages of

family labour-in agriculture which are therefore

implicitly included in item 7-7 (in the U.A.R.

accounts for 1959/60 and 196O/6I imputed wages

of agricultural family labour are included under

compensation of employees). It is not known to

what exrfcerrb wages in kind in other- employment

are included.

Income from unincorporated enterprises* Includes

imputed wages of family labour in agriculture.

Interest received. Covers interest receded

from all other sectors, " '
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Item 7.8(2).

Item 7.9(1)

Item 7.9(2)

Dividends received. Covers dividends received

"from domestic and foreign'corporations.

Other transfers from unincorporated enterprises.

Covers.payment received by households from

social insurance institutions and private

insurance companies (1.3 million Egyptian

pounds), as well as pensions and indemnities

received fronTehterprises by employees not

covered by legal provisions in these respects

(1,6 million Egyptian pounds).

Other trans'fers"from general government. Covers

-pensions .(9-7 million Egyptian pounds) and

miscellaneous other transfers (4.8 million

Egyptian pounds).

Other transfers from rest of the world. Includes

amounts transferred to cover expenditures by

foreign tourists in the country as well as

government income from abroad. The latter item

Y/as included Here because it could not be

separated from the former items.

Table 9. Appropriation Account of tteneral Government

General note

■ The original account in the U.A.R. estimates on which this table is

based should in principle refer to "administrations", i.e. in addition to

general government it should also include private associations, clubs,

trade-unions etc. as well as foreign "and international administrations xn

the country. However, because of lack of information about the latter

types of "administrations" the account actually only covers general

government including public hospitals and schools.

Item 7.9.(5)
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Notes to individual items

Item 9.1(1)

Item 9*1(2)

Item 9.2

Item 9.5

Item 9-4(1)

Item 9.4(2]

Item 9,4(,3)

Item 9.5

Item 9.6(1)

^ end salaries. Covers all wages and

salaries paid to government employees in

all levels of general administration and

in public schools and hospitals, net of

government contributions to social security

schemes on their behalf.

Purchases■of goods and services. Includes

all military expenditures, current as well

as capital. ■ ■ ■

Interest on public debt. Covers debt interest

paid hy all levels of government.

Subsidies. No information is available about

the exact contents of this item.

Other transfers to corporations. Covers social

"premiums "paid by government on behalf

of.'its employees.

Other■transfers to households. Covers pensions

of civil servants (9.7 million Egyptian pounds)

and miscellaneous transfers (4.8 million

Egyptian' 'pounds).

Other transfers to rest of the world. Covers

general .government expenditure abroad, including

contributions to international organizations.

Saving. Obtained as a balancing item.

Profits of government enterprises. See note

to item 6a.4.
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Item 9»6(2)

Item 9.7

Item 9.8(1)

Interest, Covers interest received "by government

from all other sectors*

Indirect -taxes. Covers customs and. excise duties

on imports, export duties, statistics tax and

charges for import and export permits as well

ns specie! taxes on the exports of rice and ropeff

Also included are taxes on industrial oils, stamp

tax on radios and cigarettes, the price of stamped

paper, stamp tax on the consumption of water and

electricity, on telephone subscriptions, on

automobile licence plates, tax on insurance

companies, on advertising1 placards, as well

os various other stamp taxes. Furthermore ore

covered taxes on food products, mining tax,

tax on the opera1 tidii""of salt-works, tax on

petrol and miscellaneous taxes, like tax on the

transfer of property, for garbage collection,

on the demolition and construction of dwellings,

auditing taxes and tax on telephone calls from

public booths. In addition ere included harbour

and light-house dues, dues for the use of

floating cranes and the areas of Alexandria

and Suez, tax on commercial vehicles and their

licence plr-tes, fines for the contravention of

traffic"rules, sur-t^x on telephone communications,

tax on water transport, fees for authorizing

weights and measures and many other minor trxes.

Direct taxes from householdso See note to

.item.,7,3.
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Items 9*8(2) End 9»8(3) Direct taxes from corporations and- from

Items 9.9(1) and 9-9(2)

unincorporated enterprises. See- nqte to., items

6a. 1 and,- 6b, 1.

Other transfers from corporotions and from

unincorporated enterprises* See note to

items 6a,3(2) and 6b.2(2).

Table 11# Consolidated Capital Account

ffotea to individual items *

Gross-domestic fixedItem 11,1

Item 11.2

Item 11.3

Item 11.4

Item 11.5

Item 11,6

formrtion. Total

transferred from Table 2, With regard to break

down by enter-prises, government and households,

see text (section C, b, iii).

Increase-in inventories. Transferred from

Table 2, See also text (section C, b, iv).

Saving of households.-*Balancing item of

Table 7 (item 7.5).

Saving,of corporations = Balancing item of

Table 6a (item 6a.-4) less profits of government

ses (item 9V6tl ) °r Table 9).

Saving of general government = Balancing item

oT"T"abIe"9 (item 9V3).

Defici-t of the nation on current account =

Balancing item of Table 12 (item 12.4).
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Table 12, Reg-t of the ^orX'd Account . ■■■-.■,

Notes to individupl items "■"': ::.2L:.:L._...

Item 12*1.(1) ■- Expor.-^ of- merchandise.. Coders, exports of

Item 12.1(2)

Item 12,2(1)

Item 12.2(2)

Item 12.3(1)

Item 12.3(2)

Item 12,4

Item 12.5(1)

Item 12.5(2)

■statistics. , . ~

Exports of services. Based on "balance of

payments st£&istic*s atuLjnay include^.some. -

payments for factor services which according

to the intermediate system should be

.irs' transfer dE

-'e-st.received. Covers all interest payments

received-by domestic sectors from the rest of

, the world,

Profxta. *3V§5ve&• Covers all payments of profits

received by domestic sectors from the rest of

the worl&f

Other transfers-from the rest of the world

.to corporations. See'.note to item 6a,7(3).

01her1 transfers'- from1 the rest of the world

to households. See-note to item 7.9(3).

DeTIc-il .of. the nation on current account.

Obtained as c- balancing item.

Import's of•inSrchandise. Covers imports of

commodities c.i.f. according to foreign

trade statistics.

Imports of services. See note to Item 12.1(2).
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Item 12,6(1-}- -~—-*--^~-"" -""IntGP^^-fta^^q&yrers all interest payments

■ ntade to the rest'of the world by domestic sectors

profits paid by -domestic

the rest of the world.

Item 12.7(1) ■ .Other transfers to the rest of the world from

general government. See note to item 9*4(3).

the rest of tfceJ world, from

'corporations* See. note to item 6n«3(3}.

Item. 1.2., 7 (3) .. Qjihgr transfers to the rest of - the uorld- from

^ 7.4(2)'., "i"

Table 16. Total Supply end Demand

General note

All-items shown on this table hove been derived from Table 2, except

item 16.1. Gross domestic product at market prices which is tcken from

Table 4.

Table 17. National Disposable Income by <?yve of Income before Provision

for Consumption of Fixed Capital

Notes to individual items.

Item 17,1 Compensntion of employees. See note to item 7.6

Item 17.2(l) Income from unincorpornted enterprises. Equnls

item 6b.4. Gross operating profits of

unincorporated enterprises.

Item 17,2(2) Income from corporations, Equnls item 6a,5.

Gross operating profits of corporations, less

item 9.6(l) Profits of government enterprises.
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Item 17.2(3)

Item 17.3 and 17,4

Item 17*5(2)

Income from government enterprises. Equals item

9.6(1) .of Table 9.

Household and general government income from

property, (actual and imputed rent only). - These

items are"H.mplicv&ly included in item 17.2

Income from enterprises.

WE"intere"sTT~dividends and profits paid, to

:EHe"rie'sT"6r' the World. Equals item 12,6 less

Other transfg"rs"to' the rest of the world (net).

JSquals item I2'.?^less item 12.3. "'"-■- ."v"-".:




